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Overview

• Introduction

• Low Temperature Detectors in the Hard X-ray

• Precision Energy Measurements for Xe Ions

• EIE measurement for Xe ions



High-Z HCI spectroscopy

• Provide tests of QED and relativity in the strong 
field of a heavy nucleus.
•  Transition energies scale as Z2 while QED and relativity scale as Z4

• Few precision high-Z measurements then for 
lower-Z.

• Test dynamics of collisions for heavy systems
• Of use for the next generation plasma devices



Production of HCI
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Level Diagrams for H-like and 
He-like transitions

Because of relativity structure of He-like and H-like are 
similar. Operating in the J-J coupling regime
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Some spectroscopic terms: 
Historical

• Resonance line = electric dipole transition
• He-like = w
• H-like = Lyman alpha 1 or 2

• Intercombination line = electric dipole transition 
that arises because of mixing of the LS states
• He-like = y

• Forbidden line = completely E1 forbidden
He-like = z



High Precision: Holy Grail?

• A 1 eV measurement of uranium 
allows for a direct test of QED at 
the “2 loop” level. The “Holy Grail” 
of high-Z spectroscopy.

• One of the limiting factors is due to 
the poor resolving power of solid 
state detectors which are the work 
horse of current detection schemes.

• To due that we need to push back 
from traditional solid state detector 
systems and look for higher 
resolution instruments.

2 loop lamb shift diagrams



What else can a 1 eV 
measurement bring?

• Measure helium-like transitions, which are of importance in a number of 
applications including hypothetical experiments for atomic parity 
violation*.

• Differing ways of calculating He-like systems causes confusion as to 
which theory to use.

• Measure electron impact excitation cross-sections.

• Test QED scattering corrections: Generalized Breit Interaction (GBI) for 
electron impact excitation.

• GBI is the first QED correction in scattering and modifies the line 
ratios of resonance/intercombination lines.

* ref: A. Schäfer and G. Soff et. al, PRA 40, 7362 (1989), Labzowsky et. al, PRA 63 (2001)



Generalized Breit Interaction:
Dynamical QED

• GBI is the first order QED 
correction to the process of an 
electron scattering off an ion/
atom.

• Changes spectral line ratios

• In very high-Z ions the effect can 
be as great as a factor of 2

• an important effect to consider 
for high temperature fusion 
devices

• As of yet untested

Table of collision strengths for near threshold excitation*

* Ref: Fontes et. al, PRA 47, 1009 (1993)



Current Detectors: Low count 
rate sources

• Use high QE detectors because x-ray flux very low.

• Solid state detectors, like high purity Ge detectors, have E/∂E resolving 
powers on the order of 100 for high-Z atomic transitions.

• Detectors for the under 10 keV x-ray band can have resolving powers 
well exceeding 3000.

• To fully resolve the high-Z spectra resolving powers exceeding 1000 
are needed.



Need New Detectors!

• Current state of the art in a H-
like measurement of U is 
Gumberidze 2005.

• Was able to obtain a 4.5 eV 
measurement of the Lamb shift. 

• Confirms first order QED only

• To get to under 1 eV we need a 
factor of 5-10 improvement in 
detector FWHM.

• Thermal detectors might be able 
to directly determine the 2s 
lamb shift...

Gumberidze et al., PRL 94 (2005)
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X-Ray Calorimeter 
Spectrometer (XCS)



Calorimeter Spectrometer: 
Basics

• Measures the heat associated with a 
photon absorbed in a material.

• Uses a thermometer to measure the 
rise in temperature of the absorber 
material.

• The energy of the photon is 
proportional to the peak rise in 
temperature of the absorber.

• Broadband and high resolution. Has 
the advantages of crystal and solid 
state detectors in one package.

Schematic of Calorimeter Principle
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Figure 2.1: A simple calorimeter. An X-ray is absorbed in a pixel which has a weak thermal link to a
cold bath. The pixel heats up when the X-ray deposits its energy in it, and then cools back down as heat
flows from the pixel to the cold bath. This temperature pulse is measured by a thermometer. The height
of the pulse is proportional to the energy of the X-ray.

which makes Eq. (2.1) linear, and taking tγ = 0 we can immediately solve to obtain

T (t) =
Eγ

C
e−t/τo +

(
P

G
+ Tb

)

(2.3)

with a time constant τo ≡ C/G and a quiescent absorber temperature P/G + Tb. So the
simplest calorimeter has an exponential decay response with a time constant of C/G and
an initial temperature rise ∆Tγ = Eγ/C. By measuring T (t) the energy and timing of
incoming photons can be determined.

A bolometer is essentially the same device, but looking at many photons instead of
one. The difference between a bolometer and a calorimeter is that the bolometer measures
the power, usually from a flux of photons hitting the absorber in rapid succession, while a
calorimeter usually measures the energy deposited by a single photon or particle.

For a basic overview of quantum calorimetry, see Stahle et al. (1999) or a more in depth
treatment in Stahle (2000). For a general review of low temperature detectors and their
applications, see Booth et al. (1996).

2.1.1 X-ray absorption and thermalization

In the calculation above we made the simplifying assumption that the photon thermalizes
immediately into the absorber. Next, we briefly look at the process of absorption and
thermalization.

In the 0.1 to 10 keV energy band (our band of interest for this thesis), the primary
interactions of X-rays with matter are the photoelectric effect, Rayleigh scattering, and
Compton scattering (Knoll, 1979). Rayleigh scattering is a coherent process where the X-
ray is deflected off one of the atoms in the absorber. No energy is deposited in the absorber.
Rayleigh scattering therefore does not produce any signal in our thermometer. In Compton
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Thermistor Type

• State of the art detector that 
uses a doped silicon thermistor.

• Thermistor is operated in 
current biased mode.

• Thermistor has a known 
resistance vs temperature curve.

• Can only handle low 
(astrophysical or EBIT type 
rates)

 



EBIT Calorimeter 
Spectrometer (ECS)

• Design based on NASA/GSFC suzaku x-ray 
calorimeter planned for X-ray work under 10 
keV.

• Hybrid of thirty-two pixels, comprised of: 
fifteen 624 µm x 624 µm x 8 µm HgTe 
absorbers and twelve 624 µm x 624 µm x 100 
µm and one  500 µm x 500 µm x 100 µm HgTe 
absorbers attached to doped silicon 
thermistors. 

• Thin pixels are used for low energy detection 
while thick pixels are used for high energy 
work.

NASA/GSFC Team: Rich Kelley, Scott Porter, Caroline Kilbourne



Operating parameters

• Detector is run at 50 mK via an 
adiabatic demagnetization 
refrigerator (ADR).

• a He3/He4 sorption cooler keeps 
heat load on 50 mK stage low by 
maintaining 350 mK. Liquid He and 
liquid nitrogen protect sorption 
pump.

• Hold time for ADR and thus 
detection is 60 +  hours vs a 3 hour 
recycle time.

NASA/GSFC Team: Rich Kelley, Scott Porter, Caroline Kilbourne



Assigning Pulse Height

• Pulse detection is done in the 
frequency domain.

• Noise is the limiting factor in 
determining resolution.

• Slower pulses have more power 
at lower frequency.
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Resolution
• A template is generated in 

the frequency domain and is 
then used to compare other 
pulses and assign a pulse 
height value to them.

• A FWHM resolution of ~ 30 
eV is obtained with the ECS 
detector under ideal noise 
conditions at a photon 
energy of 60 keV.

• This it only the first attempt 
newer versions should 
produce much better 
FWHM resolutions for 
higher energy photons.
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Quantum efficiency of ~ 100 µm HgTe

Quantum Efficiency

• Need a high quantum 
efficiency for high-Z ions.

• Quantum Efficiency for 100 
µm of HgTe is around 80 % at 
the Xe K-shell photon energy 
of ~ 30 keV.

• QE is ~ 20 % at U K-shell 
energies.
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Xenon Spectral 
Measurements with a Low 

Temperature Detector



Previous attempts at high precision 
of H and He -like xenon.

J. BRIAND et al.: SPECTROSCOPIC STUDY OF HYDROGENLIKE AND HELIUMLIKE XENON IONS 227 
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Fig. 3. - Lyman a spectra observed with Xe54+ (hydrogenlike) (a)) ,  and Xe53+ (heliumlike) (b ) )  beams. 

performed a series of experiments over a large range of foils of different thicknesses and 
atomic numbers which led to the most favourable case (4 mg.cm-2 Be) for producing fully 
stripped xenon ions as presented in fig. 1. These experiments have been carried out using 
the LISE facility at  GANIL which is made, as shown in fig. 2, of a pair of identical dipoles, 
two slits, and ten quadrupoles located after the stripping foils, and which allows the 
preparation of fully achromatic beams of any charge state. The detection of the beams after 
being stripped was made with gas and wire chambers in order to be able to detect very weak 
components of the charge state distribution. With a primary beam of 100 nA we could then 
prepare very pure beams of fully stripped XeM+ ions (5 lo7 particles per second) and 
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Fig. 4. - Lyman (right) and Balmer (left) spectra of pure hydrogenlike xenon ions. 

Xe K-shell with Ge detector^

^ Ref: Briand et. al, Europhys. Lett. 9, 225 (1989)
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FIGURE 5. Spectrum of the Ko transitions of hydrogenlike Xe53+ and heliumlike Xe52+. 

The spectrum shows the hydrogenlike 2~312 + l.~i/~ (Ly-or) transition, and a blend of the 

2pl,2 -+ lsi/s and 2s1i2 + IS~,~ (Ly-~~2,3) transitions, and the heliumlike ls2p1Pl + ls2rSe 

(w), ls2p3PI --) ls2 %e (y), and 1~2s “Sr -+ ls2 ‘So (z) transitions. The dashed line indicates 

the lithiumlike ls2s2p2P3,2 ---f ls2 2s 2Sl,2 (q) innershell transition. Each channel represents the 

number of detected photons accumulated over three steps, i.e., three consecutive crystal positions. 

The dispersion is about 6.6 eV per channel. A resolving power of 930 f 110 was inferred from 

the fitted line widths. The total data acquisition time was 122 hours. The measured wavelengths 

were converted to energies using the wavelength-voltage product of 12398.4243 eV A. 

previously measured 1200. The use of a larger detector area was necessary because 

of the small x-ray flux emitted from the trapped xenon ions, e.g., the count rate 

for the Ly-al line was only about 10 counts per hour. Overall, the xenon spectrum 

displayed in Figure 5 represents 122 hours of data acquisition time. 

DETERMINATION OF THE ELECTRON-IMPACT 

EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS 

The electron-impact excitation cross sections are determined relative to the ra- 

diative recombination cross sections. The values used for the radiative recombina- 

tion cross sections are theoretical predictions by Scofield 1201. These calculations 

are based on a relativistic Hartree Slater model which has proven to be in excellent 

agreement (within 3% ) with measured cross section values of the inverse process, 

i.e., photoionization, for photon energies in the lo-keV to lOO-keV range (251. Un- 

fortunately, the comparison between the calculated and measured values is only 

available for neutral elements, e.g., neutral xenon atoms. However, one can argue 

Xe K-shell with Hybrid Detector*

* Ref:  Widmann et. al,  AIP Conf. Proc. 506, 444 (2000)

• Xe has been studied with both a Ge detector and a hybrid crystal/Ge detector setup.



XRS Measurement of Be-like through H-like Pr

Spectrum of Be-like through H-like K-shell praseodymium

α 2

α 1

D. B. Thorn et al., Can. J. Phys., 86, 241 (2008)

Spectrum of Be-like through H-like K-shell praseodymium

α 1

Single 30 µm Bi pixel
40 hr measurement

6mm Ge detector
16 hr measurement



Improvement in Technique

• Use twenty 8 µm thick HgTe 
pixels.

• Addition of all pixels over 8 
measurement days.

• Resolving power of 1000.

• Drifts were seen and technique 
proved proof of concept that 
XCS detectors are useable for a 
QED measurement.
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Stability and Calibration of ECS

• Calibration was performed with 
radioactive Ba-133 and Am-241 
sources.

• Good resolution and no gain 
shifts seen in one day.

• Broadband and high-resolution 
nature of calorimeter can be 
seen. 
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LLNL Team: Peter Beiersdorfer, Greg Brown, Ming Feng Gu, Ed Magee

Thorn et al. PRL 103 (2009)



Power Shift

• To obtain enough statistics 
during calibration, a higher 
count rate was needed then 
was seen for data collection.

• Higher count rate = more 
power on detector than 
durning data collection times.

• At higher powers the pulse 
height of the calibration peaks 
are shifted lower in voltage
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Power Shift

• Used a filtered Ba133 source.

• Calibration done at 50 keV/s/
pixel. Xe K-shell data taken at 
under 3 keV/s/pixel

• Reduced the power incident on 
detector from roughly 50 keV/s/
pixel to under 2 keV/s/pixel

• For powers under 9keV/s/pixel 
the shift in the centroid relative 
to the 50 keV/s/pixel power is 
8.12 ± 0.76 eV.
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Table of H-like values

• Calculations taken from 
Johnson and Soff * agree 
within experimental 
error bars.

• Theoretical prediction 
(FAC ^ intensities) for 
the location of the 
Lyman-2,3 blend is 
30857.73. Which is with 
in experimental error 
bars.

* ref:  W.  Johnson and G. Soff,  Atom. Data Nuc. Data Tables 33, 405 (1985) ^ ref:  M. F. Gu, Can. J. Phys.  86,  675 (2008)

Thorn et al. PRL 103 (2009)

A roughly 40 ppm measurement precision is obtained which is an order of 
magnitude better then previously reported



Table of He-like values

Thorn et al. PRL 103 (2009)

Singlet and triplet in He-like system are not blended allowing for a true 
measurement of the He-like  resonance line in a high-Z system for the first time.



Dynamics: Excitation 
Measurements



Spectrum of He-like through C-like Xe at an 
electron beam energy of 39 keV.
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Radiative Recombination

• Fitting the radiative 
recombination yields 
charge balance 
information as well as a 
way to normalize direct 
excitation to obtain 
absolute electron impact 
excitation cross-sections.
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Total Cross Sections

• Theory works well for E1 
lines but E1 forbidden 
lines need work as does 
the Be-like system.

• Experimental precision is 
not good enough to test 
dynamical QED.
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Generalized Breit Interaction:
Dynamical QED

• GBI is the first order QED 
correction to the process of an 
electron scattering off an ion/
atom.

• Changes spectral line ratios

• In very high-Z ions the effect can 
be as great as a factor of 2

• an important effect to consider 
for high temperature fusion 
devices

• As of yet untested

Table of collision strengths for near threshold excitation*

* Ref: Fontes et. al, PRA 47, 1009 (1993)



Line Ratios and GBI

• Data shows inclusion of the GBI 
effect into the calculations for 
electron impact excitation cross-
sections is important at Xe. GBI 
will be even more important for 
higher-Z ions.

• Need dynamical QED to make 
theory fit with experiment.

Submitted to PRL



Summary and Outlook

• First prototype calorimeter is precise enough to resolve the K-shell of few 
electron high-Z ions.

• Precision increase from previous measurements is an order of magnitude.

• Current ECS type calorimeter can be used as is to measure H-like U at heavy 
ions storage ring facilities and obtain similar improvement in precision as the 
Xe measurement did.

• Precision QED measurements on high-Z ions can take the next leap forward.



Improvements in XCS 
technology!

Courtesy of P. Beiersdorfer (LLNL) and F. S. Porter, C. A. Kilbourne, and R. Kelley
(NASA/GSFC X-ray Calorimeter Spectrometer Group)
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